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Coined after the Block Captain and Jr. Block
Captain roles, the Play Captain Initiative is a
workforce development and civic-engagement
initiative with the mission to empower and
train teens in leadership, playful learning and
facilitation to make the Play Streets,
playgrounds and neighborhoods of
Philadelphia more playful.

Message from the
President
This was the fifth summer for the Play Captain Initiative.
And like every previous summer, I learned a lot; I played a
lot, laughed a lot, and sweated a lot!
According to numerology, the number five symbolizes
freedom, curiosity, and change – a desire to have
adventures and explore new possibilities.
It was hard for me to see that we experienced any of these
things through the haze of the global Coronavirus
pandemic and the epidemic of violence in the city. But the
more I think about this summer, I can see that we had
several adventures and made several changes to staffing,
programming and training. For example. we expanded our
programming into 3 parks/playgrounds with support from
the William Penn Foundation. We expanded into two new
neighborhoods. We created two new positions: Assistant
and Senior Group Leaders in order to provide
opportunities for people at various stages in their careers.
I am constantly amazed by the curiosity and creativity
that our Play Captains and staff demonstrate, allowing us
to explore new and different ways of approaching our
work.
These past two summers in particular, were challenging in
a number of ways, but I am proud we continue to offer
quality jobs experiences for teens and youth development
professionals, and make meaningful connections in several
of Philly's FAB neighborhoods.

Rebecca Fabiano
REBECCA FABIANO
(SHE/HERS)
PRESIDENT

Glossary of Terms
Playstreets = a summer meal program run by
Parks & Recreation.
Play Captain Initiative = The summer and after
school job program for teens, conceived of and run
by Fab Youth Philly.
Play Captain/s = Teens ages 15-19 trained, and
paid to play with children. It’s their job.
Senior Play Captain = A teen who is 18+ , and who
has been a PC at least two years.

Play Captain Group Leader = An adult trained to
support the teen Play Captains (1:5) as they do
their job of playing with children on the Play
Streets.
Play Captain Supervisor = They supervise the Play
Captain Group Leaders (1:3) and help to establish,
nurture and maintain relationships. They also
support partnerships and conduct administrative
work.

Play Street Supervisor = This is the adult resident
who agrees to store and distribute the free summer
meals. They are NOT an employee of Fab Youth
Philly.
Play Parks = Play Captain programming that takes
place in parks & playgrounds
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FAB YOUTH PHILLY
GUIDING PRINCIPLES
We start every gathering with
our guiding principles recited in
a call and response fashion, with
everyone reciting the last line
together.

*We changed in 2020 this from "it's okay to ask a lot
of questions" because we wanted to focus more on
accountability and learning.
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Mistakes are ok; Take accountability for
and learn from your mistakes*
Move up, move back; take a chance and
try something new and make space for
others, too
Each one teach one; when you learn
something new, share it with others
Play safe, play hard; give your best effort in
everything you do.
Take responsibility for your own learning
and take time to reflect on your
performance, privilege and power.
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And the winner
is...
We are so proud to share that Fab
Youth Philly's Play Captain Initiative
has been selected as one of two
national finalists for the National
Summer Learning Association
Excellence in Summer Learning Award.
Fab Youth Philly will formally accept this
award in November at the national
conference.
Each year, the National Summer
Learning Association (NSLA) recognizes
the outstanding work done during the
summer months on behalf of our
nation’s youth. Candidates for the
Summer Learning Awards are
exceptional summer programs, models,
and systems that keep children and
youth learning, safe and healthy during
the critical summer months. They show
strong outcomes in helping students
cement the skills they have learned
during the academic school year
through creative curricula, unique
programming, and effective family

Each award-winning program receives:
A $10,000 donation, supported by the
New York Life Foundation;
National recognition at NSLA’s
Summer Changes Everything™ annual
conference;
An official award seal for use on their
website and in program publications;
Connection to a network of awardwinning leaders in the field and NSLA’s
professional development opportunities;
and
Visibility through national and local
media outreach, along with
acknowledgment from their local
elected officials.

engagement strategies.
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2021 BY THE
NUMBERS
5 weeks on the
Playstreets
20 days on the
Playstreets
11 Playstreets
3 Playgrounds
4 neighborhoods
31 Play Captains
300 hours of free
programming
11 FAB Street Supervisors
(residents)
13 adult staff
5 weekly themes
20 hours of preemployment training for
teens
13,000 average number
of daily steps walked
8 Programmatic
partners

1000 water balloons
tossed
200 Art-Love art bags
distributed
1000+ books
distributed
100 Mighty Writer
Activity books
distributed
1 Citation from the City
100+ Copies of Yaya
Plans a Block Party
Distributed
3 articles written about
the work
1 visit from Temple
Women's Basketball
Team
50 visitors to the Red
Carpet Roll Out
1 handwritten note
from a parent

ZERO CASES OF COVID-19, NO INJURIES &
NO TRIPS TO THE HOSPITAL
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RED CARPET ROLL OUT!
For the last three years, we’ve kicked off the teens
first day of employment with a “Red Carpet Roll
Out” event where we literally roll out a red carpet
and invite residents, funders, supporters, partners,
family, etc. to come out and cheer them on as they
enter work. We had AMAZING turn out this summer,
nearly 50 people across 4 locations and one of the
at-large Council members came out (more on that
later). Even Temple Women’s basketball team
came out!
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90%

54%

of the Play Captains said

of the Play Captains are

having a reset plan* was most

confident in their abilities as a

useful tool they learned/used this

leader

summer

60%

95%

of Play Captains believe play and

of the Play Captains said they

learning are connected

made meaningful connections
this summer

* A reset plan (sometimes called a safety plan) is a trauma informed tool EVERYONE at Fab Youth Philly creates and use to help manage
emotions when feeling stressed, triggered, annoyed or any other number of emotions. Things on a reset plan could include for example:
taking deep breaths, counting to 10, listening to music, walking away or texting a friend.
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DAY TO DAY ON THE
PLAY STREETS
We set an expectation with the Play Captains that there should always be some
kind of activity on the Play Streets. However, there were times when it was very
hot, or there were few children on the Play Streets and the teens weren't clear
about what kind of activities they should be doing, so we introduced the ideas of
"low", "medium" and "high" activities. "Low" activities might include reading,
playing cards or a board game. "Medium" might include a game of hot, hot cold
(like duck, duck, goose with water), or Chi Master or Ships and Sailors. And "high"
activities might mean tag, or ultimate football. Low requires no moving around,
medium requires some moving and high means lots of moving and running. This
clarity helps the Group Leaders provide clear feedback and more concrete
real-time coaching to the teens.
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HEALTH &
SAFETY
Though we had successfully run a summer program, last year at the early stages of
the Pandemic, we were worried about keeping everyone safe this summer. We
followed strict masking & social distance protocols. To make the distancing playful
for the children we added signals like "airplane arms", "Frankenstein arms", and
"Superhero pose" (hand on hips) at the start of our activities.
We also worried about gun violence this summer. So we hosted 'listening tours' to
learn about what was top of mind for residents and partners. We added a series of
steps based on recommendations from Homeland Security, for the Play Captains and
adults to take in the event there was a shooting on or traveling to/from a Playstreet or
play ground. Thankfully, we had ZERO serious injuries of ANY kind; a few scrapes
and cuts were to be expected, but there were only about 4 or 5 of those incidents.
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Major Wins for
Summer 2021
Our biggest win really has to do with

My yoga with Marty

safety. As you've read throughout, it

Basketball with Coaches Who Care

was a serious concern for all of us;

The Sierra Show Puppet show

partners, parents, and the Play

Handball with the Pennsylvania

Captains themselves.

Handball Association
Scrabble & Chess with support from

Being at the Playgrounds with

After School Activities Partnership

financial support from the William

(ASAP)

Penn Foundation also allowed us to

Art activities with F.A.T.O.E art bus

partner with other neighborhood
organizations to offer additional
programming like:
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We also expanded into two

Teens tried all kinds of new things this

neighborhoods: Belmont in West Philly

summer: Making waffles from scratch for

and West Kensington, in North Philly and

"waffle Wednesdays", yoga, playing

played on four new Playstreets across

handball, reading out loud to others and

those neighborhoods.

so much more

We continue to prioritize hiring teens

Rebecca celebrated a milestone birthday

and adults from the neighborhoods

this summer and the day of, the staff was

where we work. And we had three teens

able to get the Play Captains together

return for a second summer.

(virtually) for this first time across all four
neighborhoods to recite the Guiding
Principles as a team.
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WE RELY ON
STRONG
PARTNERSHIPS
This summer, we partnered with Afterschool
Activities Partnership (ASAP), Tree House Books,
F.A.T.O.E art bus, Pennsylvania Handball
Association, My Yoga with Marty, Coaches Who
Care, & The Sierra Show, and local author
Sabrina Taylor to bring some additional
training, programming & resources to the
Playstreets & playgrounds. Innovative Solutions
Collective, Dornsife Ccnter for Neighborhood
Partnerships, New Church Down the Way and
West Kensington Ministries provided homebases for us. Art-Love Charity donated 200 art
bags, Book Smiles and Reading Recycled
donated over 1000 books combined, which
were distributed and also placed in
neighborhood ' mini free libraries." Mighty
Writers gave us 100 Mighty Activity books to
distribute. Asociación Puertorriqueños en
Marcha (APM), Friends of Rainbow de Colores
Playground and also Friends of Norris Square
Park worked with us to bring programming to
area playgrounds. And the residents of Mantua,
in West Philly supported another summer of
Play Captain programming at the park at 37th &
Mt. Vernon Streets. Ms. Thomasina's Daycare in
Mantua is always a summer favorite!
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In July of 2021, Fab Youth Philly
published a children's book (the first
in a series!) about the Play Captain
Initiative. Check out the review in the
Inquirer by Helen Ubiñas. You can
purchase a copy for just $10 right
here. Proceeds go towards our youth
programs
The book was written by Rebecca
Fabiano and is illustrated by local
Philly artist, Briana Clarke who was
also a Play Captain Supervisor and
Trainer, and the protagonist, "Yaya" is
based on a real Play Captain!
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For the last three years, we’ve kicked off the teens first day of employment with a
“Red Carpet Roll Out” where we literally roll out a red carpet and invite residents,
funders, supporters, partners, family, etc. to come out and cheer them on as they
enter work. We had AMAZING turn out this summer, nearly 50 people across 4
locations and one of the at-large Council members came out (more on that later).
Even Temple Women’s basketball team came out!
Here is the WHYY article written about the event.
This summer, we expanded our program into three playgrounds with a grant
from the William Penn Foundation. On the first day, a photographer for the
Inquirer was in the area and saw them playing and came the next day and took
some photos. There was an online and a print version of the images.
You can see that here.
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Play Captains honored with
a Citation from City Council

Councilwoman Helen
Gym came out to visit
the Play Captains twice
this summer and was
inspired to honor the
teens with this Citation.

Teens were so proud
when they were given
their citation at the
closing celebration.
Some said: "I can't
wait to show my
grandmother." and
"I'm going to hang
this in my bedroom."
and "Can I put this on
my resume?"
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Staff & Team Members
THE AWESOME PEOPLE BEHIND THE PCI

KEVIN VELTRI
(HE/HIM)

MICHAEL GRANT,JR
(HE/HIM)

TALIA GILES
(SHE/HER)

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT

YOUTH PROGRAMS
MANAGER

GROUP LEADER, WEST PHILLY

ARISA ABDUR-RAHMAN
(SHE/HER)

TRAE PATE
(HE/HIM)

JAKE LUCAS
(THEY/THEM)

GROUP LEADER, WEST PHILLY

GROUP LEADER, WEST PHILLY

SUPERVISOR, WEST PHILLY
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Staff & Team Members
THE AWESOME PEOPLE BEHIND THE PCI

KHARNEL SWANS
(HE/HIM)

OMARI COLSON
(HE/HIM)

EMMA COTTONE
(SHE/HER)

ASSISTANT GROUP LEADER,
WEST KENSINGTON

SENIOR GROUP LEADER,
WEST KENSINGTON

SUPERVISOR,
WEST KENSINGTON

JOANNA DOBERSTEIN
(SHE/HER)

JACQUA GINLETT
(HE/HIM)

DONNETTA RANDLE-KING
(SHE/HER)

SUPERVISOR, KENSINGTON

GROUP LEADER, KENSINGTON

GROUP LEADER, WEST PHILLY
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Play Captain Retention
West Philly Teens Start

West Philly Teens Finish

WorkReady Teens Start

WorkReady Teens Finish

Kensington Teens Start

Kensington Teens Finish
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Did you make meaningful connections
this summer?
With Fab Youth Philly Staff

With my Group Leader

With Children in the neighborhood

With my Co-workers

With Playstreet Supervisors
0%

25%

50%

75%

100%
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How are you different after being a
Play Captain?

"I am more open to work with a group."
"I am different because I learned how to adapt to different things."
"I am more responsible and have great endurance in the sun."
"I can see how to connect learning and playing."
"I have more patience with kids."
"I know that communication is necessary for everyone and
everything."
"I feel like my communication skills are way better and so are my
leadership skills."
"I learned new games that I can teach to others outside of work."
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Meet the Play Captains

KAILAN COLEY
(SHE/HER)

URIEL SOUKHONA
(SHE/HER)

SAHIYAH ABBOTT
(SHE/HER)

BLESSEN RICE
(SHE/HER)

PLAY CAPTAIN,
BELMONT

PLAY CAPTAIN,
BELMONT

PLAY CAPTAIN,
BELMONT

PLAY CAPTAIN,
BELMONT

(SHE/HER)

AMIRA WATKINS
(SHE/HER)

DINELL DELEE
(HE/HIM)

PLAY CAPTAIN,
BELMONT

PLAY CAPTAIN,
BELMONT

PLAY CAPTAIN,
BELMONT

JADA WILKES-SMITH
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SEMAJ MCFADDEN
SEXTON
(HE/HIM)
PLAY CAPTAIN,
KENSINGTON
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Meet the Play Captains

JADA BANKS
(SHE/HER)

TAYLOR ELLIOT
(SHE/HER)

JAH'SIER BIRCKETT

(HE/HIM)

MAKALAH HANIBLE
(SHE/HER)

PLAY CAPTAIN,
WEST KENSINGTON

PLAY CAPTAIN,
KENSINGTON

PLAY CAPTAIN,
KENSINGTON

PLAY CAPTAIN,
KENSINGTON

NEYLAN BARR
(SHE/HER)

SABRIA MILES
(SHE/HER)

AMIR COOPER
(HE/HIM)

IMAN POWELL
(SHE/HER)

PLAY CAPTAIN,
MANTUA

PLAY CAPTAIN,
MANTUA

PLAY CAPTAIN,
MANTUA

PLAY CAPTAIN,
MANTUA
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Meet the Play Captains

MYAH YOUNG
(SHE/HER)
PLAY CAPTAIN,
MANTUA

JANIYAH MURPHY MANZANITA WING
(SHE/HER)
(SHE/HER)
PLAY CAPTAIN,
MANTUA

SERENITY MATTHEWS SERENITY GONZALEZ
(SHE/HER)
(SHE/HER)
PLAY CAPTAIN,
WEST KENSINGTON
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PLAY CAPTAIN,
WEST KENSINGTON

PLAY CAPTAIN,
MANTUA

SYNCERE NORTHERN
(HE/HIM)
PLAY CAPTAIN,
WEST KENSINGTON

SEMAJ HARRIS
(HE/HIM)

NAASIR SMITH
(HE/HIM)

PLAY CAPTAIN,
WEST KENSINGTON

PLAY CAPTAIN,
WEST KENSINGTON
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Meet the Play Captains

MAKHI ANTHONY
(HE/HIM)

JULISSA MULERO
(SHE/HER)

PLAY CAPTAIN,
WEST KENSINGTON

PLAY CAPTAIN,
WEST KENSINGTON

KEYANNAH JEFFERSON

(SHE/HER)
PLAY CAPTAIN,
WEST KENSINGTON
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DASIR NORTHERN AGHARESE OLAGUNJU
MCWILLIAMS
(HE/HIM)
(SHE/HER)
PLAY CAPTAIN,
WEST KENSINGTON

PLAY CAPTAIN,
WEST KENSINGTON

CONTACT US

websites

www.playcaptains.com
www.fabyouhtphilly.com

social
media

Facebook: PlayCaptains
Instagram: @PhillyPlayCaptains

email

info@playcaptains.com
info@fabyouthphilly.com

